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Building a Hydrological Model/Land Surface Model for South & South East Asia 

Introduction 
 

Water Resource Management will remain one of the toughest challenges at present 

decade and will continue to remain so thanks to its complex and complicated network of 

hydrological cycle. Planning, designing and managing of such complex system of 

process requires predicting impacts viz hydrological and hydraulic impacts. Predicting 

impacts are greatly aided by numerical simulations. Acknowledging the assumptions on 

which the model would run, modelling can be a powerful numerical tool to understand 

and predict the fairly complex water resource system. 

 

The crucial challenge in Water Resource Management and Planning starts with lack of 

quantitative data, robustness of the modelling tool for its water resource allocation, 

designing, rehabilitating and maintenance of the infrastructures, flood and drought risk 

management.  

Such aforementioned challenges were realized in Latin America and Caribbean 

countries that led to the creation of HYDRO-BID. HydroBid as its developers put  ' is  

an integrated and quantitative system to simulate hydrology and water resources 

management in the LAC region, under scenarios of change (e.g., climate, land use, 

population) which allows to evaluate the quantity and quality of water, infrastructure 

needs, and the design of strategies and adaptive projects in response to these changes. 

It allows GIS based navigation tool to browse 230,000 catchments and streams in the 

Latin America and model at specified area and time period. This also includes climate 

data interface for the rainfall and temperature inputs. Similarly, Generalized Watershed 

Loading Factor (GWLF) based rainfall runoff model together with routing scheme is 

also offered. 

 

Conservation International (CI) plans to develop similar platform for South and South-

East Asia in near future. This region lacks qualitative data as such for the data driven 

models like Hydro-bid. At a first stage, it becomes necessary to proceed with Regional 

Dataset. 
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Statement of the problem 

The water balance for the South East Asia and South Asia as a whole is generally poorly 

understood with its limited observing networks and data availability for both precipitation 

and/or river discharge posing serious implications in validation of models and total 

estimate in the water balance of the region. Such poor understanding have often led to 

improper quantification of water resources. In absence of proper local datasets, at times, 

it is necessary to quantify the resources using regional datasets. With regional datasets 

made freely available, it becomes necessary to develop a platform/tool where all these 

regional datasets are pulled together into the regional/local hydrological model and 

validated with local observational data. The main aim of the thesis project is to start 

developing such tools forced with regional datasets with data and results good enough to 

be validated with available observational data. The idea is to access feasibility of such 

tools, examine its outputs and robustness of this system, as a whole. 

 

Objectives 

The main objective of the project is as follows: 

-develop the modelling tool/platform to force regional datasets of South and South East 

Asia.  

The aim is to address following points to achieve aforementioned objective: 

-scoping the regional data framework and structures, 

-access and validate regional datasets to be forced into model, 

-validate the results with observed datasets. 
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Work Flow 

 

The expected workflow of my thesis project is summarized below: 

 

 

Work Schedule 

The tentative work-plan for the thesis project starts from 1
st
 Week of April to 2

nd
 Week 

of August 2018. 

 

Activities April May June July August 

Literature Review                                         

Identification and Processing 
of Datasets                                         

Exploring and Accessing 
suitable hydrological model(s)                                         

Running a model                                         

Testing and Validating                                         

Thesis Writing                                         
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Risk and Uncertainties involved 

Following sets of risk and uncertainties foreseeable until this moment are listed: 

-presence and access of regional datasets required for local hydrological model as such 

-if regional datasets are valid enough to be forced, (e.g. If downscaling preserves (atleast) 

to the pattern of observed dataset) 

-robustness of the system (e.g. if upgrade in model or datasets itself still feeds the model 

chosen) 

-Simulated results and validation (e.g. if results are acceptable for different river basin). 
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